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Frisco Eddie's Revenge: The Return 
A series by Balboa Ron Schweikert 

(In last month's episode, after Eddie had lost the pro 
singles championship to Robby Dl Lil had convinced 
him to go to the downstairs lounge at the Sands for a 
few drinks to help drown his disappointment. They 
were joined by a number of people and had more than 
a few. When Lil disappeared with Dick Moyer, Eddie 
followed them to a 12th room floor.) 

Eddie was outside the door that led to the room 
which was sheltering his "mentor" (and his lover) Lil, 
and her "kissing cousin," Dick "the hat" Moyer. He had 
pondered several ways to get in that room, and finally 
made his decision. 

He made his way to the end of the hallway, where 
there was a house phone. He got in touch with room 
service then, and ordered that a bottle oi charnpayne 
be sent up to the room they were in. All he had to do 
now was wait until it showed up, and he could make 
his move. 

It seemed like hours before the bellhop arrived on 
Floor 12. Eddie waited until he started to knock on the 
door before he walked in closer. There was a 
response from inside asking, "Who is it?" The hop 
replied: "This is the bellhop -- room service." "Wait a 
minute!" was the reply. It took a long time, but the 

- door was then opened a crack. Eddie heard Dick ask: 
"Who the hell sent this?" of the bellhop. 

Eddie made his move then. What was like almost 
- all in one motion, he very quickly, with a wink and a 

smile, handed the bellhop $10, grabbed the bottle of 
champagne, and waved him off, got his foot in the 
doorway, and pushed back a very startled Dick! 

He quietly said: "The drinks are on me, Hat Man. 
Where's Lil?" Dick was only wearing a pair of Levi 
cutoffs and, with an insidious, snickering look on his 
face, replied: "She's in the John right now, Hot Shot. 
Stick around a minute and you can join the party." 

Eddie wanted to bash that snickering face of his so 
bad right then, but didn't want to make a commotion 
because he wanted to surprise Lil when she came out 
of the bathroom. Before anyone could say any more, 
the door began to open. 

Eddie didn't believe what he saw then! Lil came 
out into the main room, and had a shocked look on 
her face after seeing Eddie standing there. She had 
nothing on -- but her black silk pant ..... 

--TO BE CONTINUED-- 
Will this be the end of the relationship between Frisco 
Eddie and Long Beach Lil that started at the Blue 
Moon Lounge (where Lil convinced Eddie to go on the 
road with her) and lasted through many adventures 
across the country? Don? miss next month's issue to 
find out! 
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